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roTeg palletising robot
Satisfied customers are

the best promotion:
The gripping system

roTeg's vacuum-gripper systems are controlled by 

low-pressure sensor

Increase in efficiency with multifunctional gripper

Grippers from A to Z

Due to ever more complex operating tasks, the grip-

ping system moves more and more into the focus of 

considerations. The roTeg palletising robot combines The gauge in the control software informs the oper-

the gripping system with the robot using a standard- ator about the current vacuum level. The adjustable 

ized DIN flange. In contrast to many other robot sys- limit values signalise upcoming exchanges of wear 

tems, the central signal and energy supply is parts at an early stage. We prefer to develop com-

effected through the flange centre. That way, the bined gripping systems which are able to handle dif-

turning of any cables and suspended hoses on the ferent types of packages without changing the grab 

outside is omitted. The machine can be cleaned head. This increases the system's flexibility and per-

more easily and the problem of cable break is no lon- formance.

ger an issue.

Robots work serially as a matter of principle. That 

roTeg has already developed numerous systems for means the duration of one cycle is determined by 

application, such as exterior suction grippers or pin- the way from picking up the package to its position 

cers grippers. Many of our gripping systems are pro- on the pallet. In order to be able to also profit from 

tected by patents or utility models. Be it the com- the robot's advantages with high machine perfor-

pletely new pincers gripper for canisters, which mances, roTeg developed intelligent multi-gripping 

takes hold of the canister just like a human hand, or systems, which are able to simultaneously grab sev-

be it the excentric subgripping fingers for buckets, eral packages per cycle.

which automatically centre the bucket before lock-

ing up under the bucket rim: we have ready-made, The intelligence of the system shows when single or 

technically mature solutions on hand for many dif- several packages are placed at different positions on 

ferent objects to handle. the pallet one after one according to the deter-

mined packing pattern. This is something good 

Besides mechanical specifics, also special functions palletising-robot systems ought to be capable of 

are possible, such as integrated weight-checking sys- without any difficulties nowadays.

tems in the grippers or individually activatable vac-

uum cups within the same gripper.

Ready-made gripping systems

Robot specific periphery
The robot's periphery will be a great influence on the achievable 

integrated in the complete system palletising performance from ten or 

on demand. A higher degree of more pallets next to each other.

automation is achieved and the The mere driving time up to the last 
production output increases by the pallet is a variable that strongly 
application of pallet magazines and affects the duration of one cycle 
pallet conveyors. The exchange of even with extremely dynamical 
completed against empty pallets velocities. Further peripheral 
without any loss of time is essential equipment like labelling systems, 
for the palletising performance of printers, scanners or scales is also 
the robot. A well-thought-out deliverable and will be integrated on 
planning pays off in the eventual demand. The operation of such an 
operation of the machine. extended robot system is 

As soon as there is more than one comfortable and additionally assures 

pallet within reach of the gripper, the quality of the production.

this has to be taken into 

consideration for the achievable 

palletising performance. The driving 

times of the robot do not only have 

Why is roTeg the right choice?Standardized griffin flange according to DIN

Materials handling equipment
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The roTeg palletising robot has 

proven a reliable system in more 

than 100 applications and is 

excellently suited for palletising 

and depalletising.

The robot was designed by roTeg 

in 1996 and has hence been 

further developed to a highly 

productive system with many 

additional components.

Today, it is an elaborate complete 

system: It consists of the roTeg 

industry robot as the central 

component, many ready-made 

gripping solutions and matched 

components for materials 

handling, roller tracks for empty 

or completed pallets as well as 

several sensor components.

The roTeg system differs 

substantially from other robot 

systems and has many specifics 

which will be presented and 

explained in detail in the following 

brochure.

The specific advantages are listed 

rapidly:

- Modular structure to organize

  freely the working space

- PC control system

- Maintenance-free

  three-phase servomotor

- Easy to handle touch screen

- CAN-BUS

- Grippersolution for lots of

  exercises

- Standard interface
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We are gladly at your 

disposal to collect all the 

necessary data and to 

issue an individual offer 

for you. Just give us a call! 

Also use our local 

consulting service.

Early-warning system:

A vacuum gauge is watching the system.

This display is visible at the control cabinet.

In-house development,

protected under the utility model law

Hint: You will find detailed

case-studies in the download-area

of our website www.roteg.de

movie files

at

www.rot g de
e .
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The trendsetting concept of the height and can later be exchanged 

modular arrangement of the han- to enlarge the handling area.

dling area has proved of value a 

hundredfold to this day. Especially The compact construction of the 

the design concept of a free han- roTeg robot makes it well suitable 

dling area, which allows the place- for extremely low ceiling heights 

ment of several pallets in a row, has and confined spaces. Different arm 

proved extremely advantageous. lengths make the longitudinal or 

transverse positioning of the pallet 

Starting from the year of construc- possible.

tion 1998, all machines can be 

extended or re-equipped by 

exchanging or adding single mod-

ules for new handling tasks at any 

time. This way, any robot can indi-

vidually be extended or altered to 

handle two or ten pallet spaces. 

Neither are there any limits to the 

palletising height: the lifting axis is 

adapted to the desired palletising 

Besides the exceptional the palletising of a new package 

kinematics of the machine with type can begin immediately. 

its modular construction, which Diagnostic programs help to 

offers an adaptation to various detect and to solve smaller 

handling spaces, the robot also problems immediately. This 

stands out from others on the ensures a high availability.

palletising-robot market for its 

PC control and user friendly 

operating concept. 

The software has continuously 

been developed further over 

the past years. So today almost 

any customer wish can be 

realised. All the motion 

sequences including the 

peripheral equipment are 

controlled and administered by 

a PC with a Windows operating 

system. That is why no special 

programming skills are needed 

in order to operate the control. 

A touch screen guarantees a fast 

and comfortable operation.

The packing-pattern generator, 

which is integrated in the 

software, enables the operator 

to create new packing patterns 

by a few finger movements 

within minutes. After entering 

the dimensions, the system 

automatically calculates the 

possible packing patterns and 

suggests them to the operator 

as possible solutions. That way, 

The software-operating concept The CAN-Bus:
A trend-setting system

As soon as 1999, all palletising- In return, the motors report 

robot systems by roTeg have failures or gradually arising 

been equipped with a PC control problems such as stiffness of the 

and a CAN Bus. axes back to the master. The PC 

evaluates all incoming messages 

and can exactly locate failures 

and problems. The robot can 

Today you will find a CAN-BUS in give precise instructions to the 

lots of vehicles, in compressors operator for many small 

and also in washing machines. problems, as for example soiled 

The simple as well as - in terms or misaligned photoelectric 

of control engineering - barriers.

intelligent linking of all 

electronic components is a big The cabling complexity is 

advantage. extremely low, which causes a 

better electro-magnetic 

The PC is the most important compatibility. Peripheral 

CAN component (node) with the devices, such as scanners and 

roTeg palletising robot. This bus RFID readers, can be added via 

node, also called master, standard interfaces.

controls all four drive motors 

(CAN slaves) and additional bus 

nodes, such as the control 

relevant input and output 

modules. Even though this bus 

connection is really a banal two-

wire connection, a large amount 

of information is exchanged 

between the CAN nodes. The PC 

is the superordinate master 

element and coordinates every 

movement of the robot.

The advantages of the

CAN-BUS system 

stainless

steel
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roller

Robust and simple: that was the 

aim of the developers. After 

extensive series of experiments 

and tests, a system was discov-

ered, which ideally fulfilled all 

requirements. The today still 

trendsetting system is based on 

a solidly dimensioned, ground 

stainless steel tube.

Twice elastically coated track roll-

ers with profiles run on these 

guidances. This system guaran-

tees a smooth and low-noise 

operation of the robot. These 

multiply coated track rollers 

have proven extremely robust, 

especially in problematic sur-

roundings. Dust, paint, sticky 

products and even broken glass 

thus cannot do any harm to the 

system.

It is no secret that the elastic 

coating of the track rollers 

affects the positioning precision 

of the robot. The resulting preci-

sion of +/-1mm however is more 

than sufficient for any palletising 

task.

 User interface of the control software

3D-preview of packing schemes

with the product database
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configurable according

to pallet space

x

The technically innovated
system of the main axes

Developed by roTeg

The integrated servo motors 

are maintenance free thanks to 

modern technology and make 

the axes highly 

dynamic!

Cross section through the guidance 

rod: Ground surfaced guidance 

(middle) and elastically coated roller 

(top/bottom)

Modular structure

Ideal handling area
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clearly-arranged wiring: the CAN Bus principle

Well-arranged, intuitive and multilingual High dynamics and availability
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variable

length
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